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The perfect combination of tennis lifestyle, history and personalities in a picture book that is unique on the market

Latest title in the sports lifestyle series The Ultimate ... & The Stylish Life

“The power of the pictures. The German publishing group teNeues from Krefeld has specialized in impressive picture books. These coffee table

books are works to leaf through and be amazed.” — Tennis Magazin

“This oversize hardcover tome chronicles the sport from its beginning through 2022. It’s filled with captivating photos and brief text.” — 
Florida Tennis

“For those of us who play Tennis this book by Peter Feierabend and Stefan Maiwald takes the reader through the entirety of the game, from the

lifestyle to the personalities, the Ultimate Tennis Book covers it all. Even if you aren’t a player, you’ll want to pick up a racket by the end.” — 

The Gentleman Racer

Formerly reserved for the elite, tennis has become a popular sport over the years. And even if you don’t play yourself, the tennis

lifestyle exerts a certain fascination. It’s not uncommon at Grand Slams like Wimbledon to find it more interesting who’s watching from

the stands than who’s down on the court. However, famous tennis personalities are also a source of conversation – just remember

John McEnroe’s infamous outbursts. This, the ultimate tennis book is dedicated to the stories on and off the court, it explains the

history of the sport, shows the most important courts and tournaments, the most exciting competitions and legendary athletes. Tennis

fashion and equipment are also covered, and who knows, maybe after reading this entertaining tennis compendium you will feel the

need to pick up a racket.

Text in English and German.
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